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INFORMATION SYSTEM PROFILE HEALTH BY ON LINE [IN] ON DUTY HEALTH OF KAB. KENDAL 2007.

Information System Profile Health [in] Public Health Service of Kab. Kendal still [done/conducted] by manual that is health profile format stuffing blanko delivering to owner of program to be [done/conducted] [by] admission filling of Profile Health data so that the is often met [by] writing of number which is a slip of the pen, less clear and bewildered. Data entry [done/conducted] twice by two different people so that aspect causing of not accuracy of data and delay of time. Analyst process in the form of percentage of and health profile summary still manual not yet can online so that there [is] grace period of data enter to become information, Besides there is no data bases him onlinely the data so thah cannot is accessed any time and just where.

Research type the used is diskripif qualitative that is analysing health profile information system which during the time walk to be compiled to to become health profile information system onlinely. While research method the used is interview and observasional to lay open situation that happened as according to existing situation.

From research result show perpetrator of health information system cover owner of program of [is each Area, and Sub. Bag. Planning (as processor of Profile Health data) to be reported to Head Public Health Service, Regent, Head Public Health Service of Provinsi. Of the system will be made [by] information system health of online compose Even List, Overview Diagram, DFD, Flow Of Document, Tables Of Relationship, Dictionary Data, Desian Input of Output.

To apply System of Information needed online Profile Health agreement of Sub. Bag Planning of Monitoring and Evaluation as management of data with each owner of program as [party/ side] using so that information system can walk as expected. Make-Up of, development of Human Resource and of past master also [in] requiring to the nun [of] system and overcome damage of new system to be run. What do not less important again [is] to prepare budget [so that/ to be] the implementation of easier to be applied.
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